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About This Game

A quiz that helps you review common Chinese characters you will come across in everyday text. By practicing and reviewing,
you can learn 2,538 Hanzi, their meanings and pronunciations.

Features

 All questions have a timer set between 2 and 20 seconds.

 Choose how many questions per quiz. From 3 to 30.

 The following levels are available: 1 to 8 strokes, 9 to 16 strokes, 17 to 24 strokes, any Hanzi from the list or even your
own custom list.

 You can review any Hanzi to check its pinyin or the traditional form.

 3 ways to take a quiz: guess a Hanzi's meaning or its pronunciations; Also you can have a word in English and then
choose the matching Hanzi.

Achievements available to highlight your progress!
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ayy imma first review! :D. Needed a coop game to play with my little girl, this is the right one. You can help the other player a
lot if she struggles with the level. Really a nice game, recommended for parents with their sweet ones.. Screwed me, so good..
BEST HORNY GAME. Not a very big game. The variety does not approach any number of other roguelikes (most free or
cheaper). The level generation is simplistic. The same room shape over and over. And too much of it bothers me; from the
speech sounds to the soundtrack. I'm sure it's good for many, but it's not to my taste, nor is it worth the price to my mind.. All I
have to say is woooooooooaaaaaah
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If you enjoy roguelikes, like binding of isaac, and platformers then this game is for you.

Its practically that.^^^^^
-Theres item rooms
-Boss Rooms
-Different randomly generated levels
-a "Deal with the devil" room
-you collect gold coins to purchase items in the shop
-new items change your appearance (though not as drastically as binding of isaac)
-secret rooms you need bombs to access
-locked rooms\/chests you need keys to open
-etc. etc. etc.

If you don't mind pixelated graphics and a more, i'd call it, casual style of rogue likes (as of right now), then this game is really
worth the money. Currently on sale. i think i paid $0.82CDN. and it quite possiblely may be worth the full price come release.

Overall, i like the game so far. Fun. Cheap. Roguelike. Platformer.
Glad to have picked it up. Words cannot describe the emotional thrill of this adventure (I don't have the charisma or fortitude).
You're trying to divine whether you will or will not spend money on this, I already have the answer. Yes.

--------------------
STORY: 3+ hours w/o replay
This has the attention to choices, that I would not have expected from a game so cheaply priced. Simply put, jaw dropping.
--------------------
CHARACTERS/FACTIONS: 6 (or so)
With each dialogue revealing more about each character everone gets their chance to shine and feels human.
--------------------
VISUALS: Well, its a book. . .
If you don't like reading, get someone to read this to you, its just that good, play it.
--------------------
All-'N-All: 10/10
Just like any book, it needs to end some time; Though unlike a book, re-playing is highly advisable.
--------------------
P.S.
I often read books more than once, just years appart, they never change like this does!
. GoePPels-Chan is so cute and smart! hopefully she will defeat Walt Disney in the next episode!. As much as I love the
concept, this is abandonware. Real shame because some of the game theory here is excellent. The asking price is much too
much for the amount of content here. They're flogging this off as what is basically a sandbox with some achievements thrown
over the top and some arbitrary "ends" to aim for.
Challenging enough though, but the gameplay is repetitive. Saddest thumbs down i've ever given. Catch on sale for \u00a33-4.. I
look at a youtube video "Best medieval steam games!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" and there was this. I decided to check it out and here we
are 104 hours later.... a fun Free to play VR game with gameplay mechanics feeling right
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